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Reducing Energy in GPGPUs through Approximate Trivial
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General-purpose computing using graphics processing units (GPGPUs) is an attractive option for accelera-

tion of applications with massively data-parallel tasks. While performance of modern GPGPUs is increasing

rapidly, the power consumption of these devices is becoming a major concern. In particular, execution units

and register file are among the top three most power-hungry components in GPGPUs. In this work, we exploit

trivial instructions to reduce power consumption in GPGPUs.

Trivial instructions are those instructions that do not need computations, i.e., multiplication by one. We

found that, during the course of a program’s execution, a GPGPU executes many trivial instructions. Exe-

cution of these instructions wastes power unnecessarily. In this work, we propose trivial bypassing which

skips execution of trivial instructions and avoids unnecessary allocation of resources for trivial instructions.

By power gating execution units and skipping trivial computing, trivial bypassing reduces both static and

dynamic power. Also, trivial bypassing reduces dynamic energy of register file by avoiding access to register

file for source and/or destination operands of trivial instructions. While trivial bypassing reduces energy of

GPGPUs, it has detrimental impact on performance as a power-gated execution unit requires several cycles

to resume its normal operation. Conventional warp schedulers are oblivious to the status of execution units.

We propose a new warp scheduler that prioritizes warps based on availability of execution units. We also

propose a set of new power management techniques to reduce performance penalty of power gating, further.

To increase energy saving of trivial bypassing, we also propose approximating operands of instructions. We

offer a set of new techniques to approximate both integer and floating-point instructions and increase the

pool of trivial instructions. Our evaluations using a diverse set of benchmarks reveal that our proposed tech-

niques are able to reduce energy of execution units by 11.2% and dynamic energy of register file by 12.2%

with minimal performance and quality degradation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, the information technology industry has experienced exponential growth

in the amount of data it collects from users. It is projected that global data will grow from 33

Zettabytes (ZB) in 2018 to 175 ZB by 2025 [21]. Most companies that collect such huge amounts

of data, including Google, Facebook, and Microsoft, invested in larger data centers and rapidly in-

creased the number of servers equipped with multicore processors. An industrial report indicates

that over the next decade, the amount of information will expand by a factor of 50 while the number

of servers will only increase by a factor of 10 [23]. At this rate, it will be extremely costly for com-

panies to keep pace with the growth of data. Larger data centers also consume more energy. It is ex-

pected that US data centers will consume approximately 73 billion kWh by the end of 2020 [28]. It is

clear that rising performance demands will soon outpace the available resources; hence, scaling up

resources alone will not address the challenges that the computing industry will face in near future.

To overcome these challenges, both industry and academia are exploring new avenues in design

of computing systems. Two promising approaches are accelerators and approximate computing.

Over the past several decades, optimization techniques at the architectural level improved per-

formance, efficiency, and generality of processors altogether. However, with the end of Dennard

scaling [9], we can improve only two out of performance, efficiency, and generality at the ex-

pense of the third. Solutions that improve performance and efficiency while retaining generality

are highly desirable. This results in a growing interest in general-purpose programmable acceler-

ators. Among different accelerators, General-Purpose computing using Graphics Processing Units

(GPGPUs) offer significant energy efficiency and this results in widespread adoption of GPGPUs

for different application domains such as data analysis, machine learning, weather forecasting, and

the like. Many companies such as Amazon use GPGPUs to provide enterprise services. As GPGPUs

run many classes of applications, improving energy efficiency of these devices is vital in coping

with the ever-increasing rate of data generation.

The other approach for increasing efficiency of computing systems is approximate computing.

Approximate computing is a promising approach that allows small drop in accuracy in exchange

for gains in energy or performance [4, 25, 44, 47]. These techniques exploit applications’ resilience

to errors and offer imprecise but efficient computing for certain regions of programs. For appli-

cations where loss of accuracy results in catastrophic failures such as cryptography, approximate

computing cannot be used. However, there are a wide range of application domains that can ben-

efit from approximation including multimedia, machine learning, and gaming. As an example, a

consumer that is watching a video on a mobile device can tolerate an occasional drop in frames or

reduction in resolution of videos, especially if it extends battery lifetime or enables video playback

to occur seamlessly. In this work, we exploit approximate computing to increase energy-efficiency

in GPGPUs.

GPGPUs are throughput-oriented devices and are able to execute thousands of threads simul-

taneously. Compared to multi-threaded CPUs that run a few threads, GPGPUs rely on massive

thread-level parallelism (TLP) to improve computational throughput. To support execution of a

large number of threads, the architecture of GPGPUs differs from CPUs in two different ways.

First, GPGPUs exploit a large number of Arithmetic-Logic Units (ALUs) to execute instructions of

multiple threads, simultaneously. As an example, Tesla P100, a recent NVIDIA GPU [10], employs

128 ALUs whereas the Intel Core i7 processor has only 4 ALUs. The other factor that enables GPG-

PUs running massive number of threads is a large register file. GPGPUs store the state of threads

in the register file, enabling fast context switching. This contrasts with CPUs where the memory

holds state of threads, resulting in 10s to 100s of CPU clock cycles required for context switching.

As an example, NVIDIA Maxwell GPU has 64K 32-bit registers per streaming multiprocessor (SM)
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Fig. 1. Energy break-down in GPGPUs: (a) dynamic energy, (b) static energy.

[11] which is much larger than the 336 physical registers per core on the Intel Haswell CPU [12].

While a large number of ALUs and registers increases performance of GPGPUs, it also increases

power consumption. Figure 1 shows component-level energy break-down in GPGPU chips (for de-

tails of simulation methodology, please refer to Section 7). ALU and register file consume 38% and

16% of total dynamic power, respectively. These numbers change to 34% and 14% for total static

power for ALU and register file, respectively. Pipeline registers also consume significant power.

From Figure 1, we conclude that ALU and register file are among the top three most power-hungry

components in GPGPU chips.

In this work, we exploit trivial instructions to reduce power consumption of ALU and register file

in GPGPUs. A trivial instruction is an instruction whose output can be determined solely based on

source operands and without execution of the instruction. An example of a trivial instruction is an

add instruction where one of the source operands is zero. For such an instruction, no computation

is actually needed to be performed; the result is simply the non-zero operand. As we will show later

in this article, a significant portion of instructions in applications are trivial. For these instructions,

processor cores do not need to allocate ALUs. Turning-off ALUs for trivial instructions saves both

static and dynamic energy. The other component that benefits from trivial bypassing is the register

file. As we will show later, the result of a trivial instruction is either a constant value or one of the

source operands. Hence, we can avoid writing into physical registers corresponding to destination

fields of trivial instructions. This reduces dynamic energy of register file.

While bypassing trivial instructions saves energy, it degrades performance of GPGPUs. Once an

execution unit is turned off, it takes several cycles until the unit is woken up. During this interval,

if an instruction requires the same unit for execution, it needs to wait. As we will show later, this

prolongs execution of some programs up to 67%. To address the overhead of power gating, we

propose a wide range of techniques that turn off an execution unit only if it is not needed by in-

flight instructions in the near future. This reduces the probability of an instruction reaching the

execution stage while the corresponding execution unit is power gated.

We also enhance energy saving of trivial bypassing through approximation. GPGPUs represent

affordable and powerful compute engines that can be used for many applications that are amenable

to approximation. We offer new techniques to approximate operands of instructions and convert

them to trivial instructions. For example, a multiply instruction where one of the source operands is

1.0001 can be approximated to multiplication by one which is a trivial instruction. This increases

the number of trivial instructions and improves power saving of trivial bypassing. One of the

challenges in approximating instructions is that we need to use different techniques based on

operands’ types. A well-known technique for approximation of integer values is masking of least-

significant bits (LSBs). For example, converting LSBs of a source operand in an add instruction to

zero may convert the add instruction to a trivial instruction. However, this technique cannot be
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used for floating-point numbers since floating-point numbers are represented based on IEEE 754

format. In this work, we offer new schemes to approximate floating-point numbers. In summary,

we make the following contributions:

—We study trivial instructions in GPGPU applications and show that a significant fraction of

instructions is trivial.

—We offer a new GPGPU microarchitecture which is capable of detecting and bypassing triv-

ial instructions. We show that simply turning off ALUs for trivial instructions degrades per-

formance significantly. We offer a wide range of smart power-gating techniques to reduce

performance impacts of trivial bypassing while maintaining its power-saving benefits.

—We extensively evaluate the impact of trivial bypassing and show sensitivity of our tech-

niques to architectural parameters such as delay of power gating.

—We propose new schemes for approximation of trivial operands based on the operands’

types. We show that approximate trivial instructions increases the power saving of trivial

bypassing with no or small impact on performance and output quality.

—We introduce a mechanism that can be used by a programmer to specify approximable

sections of a program. We also enable a programmer to specify the degree of approximation

for trivializing operands of instructions based on the desired quality levels.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 explains GPGPU architecture and de-

scribes background on power gating. Section 3 describes the motivation behind this work. Section 4

highlights why power gating degrades performance when applied to ALUs in GPGPUs. Then, we

explain the proposed techniques and the micro-architectural details needed to mitigate perfor-

mance impacts of power gating. Section 5 introduces approximate trivial computing. Section 6

provides detailed architectural support for trivial bypassing and trivial approximation. Section 7

presents simulation methodology and results. We discuss related work in Section 8 and conclude

the article in Section 9.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we describe the architecture of GPGPUs and explain power gating, which is the

foundation of trivial bypassing.

2.1 Architecture of GPGPUs

GPGPUs are designed to maximize throughput by running a massive number of threads, simul-

taneously. The key component of modern GPGPUs is a large number of execution units and its

ability to support a large number of in-flight threads that feed execution units. As an example,

Maxwell GPGPUs have 256 execution units with 4,096 in-flight threads per SM.

GPGPUs exploit the single-instruction-multiple-thread (SIMT) execution model to organize the

execution of a large number of threads. Threads are bundled into groups called warps (in CUDA

[13] terminology) or wavefront (in OpenCL [14] terminology), whose size is 32 and 64 threads,

respectively. While in this work, we use terminologies from NVIDIA, our proposed techniques are

applicable to GPGPUs from other vendors. Figure 2 shows the architecture of an SM in GTX480

GPGPU [15]. The shaded component is additional hardware to support trivial bypassing. Each SM

comprises a warp scheduler, register file, and execution units and can support up to 48 warps si-

multaneously. Thus, there are up to 1,536 active threads per SM. Once an instruction is read from

the instruction cache, the decode stage specifies the type of the instruction and stores it into a

buffer. Each entry of the buffer has a valid bit, information regarding decoded instruction, and a

ready bit indicating whether the source operands of the instruction are ready. The decoded infor-

mation includes the type of instruction as well as the execution unit needed for the instruction,
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Fig. 2. (a) Microarchitecture of GPGPUs; (b) Execution Units: CUDA cores, SFUs, and LD/ST units.

i.e., integer ALU, special-purpose functional unit (SFU), load/store unit, and the like. The ready bit

is set by the scoreboard in the issue stage. The scoreboard tracks dependency among instructions

and sets the ready bit once the source operands of an instruction are ready in the register file.

After decode stage, a warp scheduler issues a ready warp for execution. In the baseline scheme,

we use a two-level warp scheduler [42]. The two-level warp scheduler exploits two queues to or-

ganize in-flight warps. The first queue, called the pending queue, holds warps with long-latency

instructions such as memory instructions. The second queue, called the active queue, holds instruc-

tions with ready source operands or instructions waiting on short latency instructions. The sched-

uler only issues a warp instruction from the active queue when all source operands of the instruc-

tion are ready. The scheduler uses a round-robin policy to select a warp from the active queue. In

order to increase throughput, GPGPUs exploit multiple schedulers per SM. As an example, GTX480

has two schedulers per SM and each scheduler is able to issue up to one instruction per cycle.

Before execution, ready warps access the register file to read source operands. GPGPUs adopt a

multibanked register file architecture to avoid area and power overhead of a multiported unified

register file. GTX480 exploits a 128-KB register file per SM made up of 32 banks. Each bank has a

read-port and a write-port and each entry per bank is 128 bits wide. Assuming that each thread

within a warp writes into a 4-byte register, each register bank entry can accommodate data of four

threads. Therefore, to read one operand of a warp instruction, up to eight register banks should be

accessed. If multiple warps access a bank at the same cycle, a bank conflict occurs. In the event of

bank conflict, accesses should be serialized. A set of buffers, called the operand collector, is used to

assemble source operands of warp instructions from multiple banks.

The execution units in GPGPUs are able to run arithmetic and memory instructions. In GTX480,

load/store units are in charge of memory instructions. Special arithmetic operations such as

trigonometry functions are executed by SFUs. There are four SFUs per SM in GTX480. The remain-

ing arithmetic instructions are run by SPs. Each SP is composed of 16 CUDA cores. Each CUDA

core contains an integer ALU and a floating-point ALU. There are two SPs in GTX480 running at

double the core clock frequency. Thus, each SP is able to run a warp in one issue cycle.

2.2 Power Gating

Power gating is an effective technique to cut off the power of components when they are not

needed. To implement power gating, a transistor (called the sleep transistor) is added between ei-

ther supply voltage or ground and the component. More precisely, an NMOS transistor is inserted

as a footer transistor to disconnect the ground from the component. Alternatively, a PMOS tran-

sistor is used as a header transistor to disconnect supply voltage and the component. When the

transistor is off, the circuit is power gated and there is no current between supply voltage and

ground, eliminating the static power. When the gating transistor is on, then the component oper-

ates normally.
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Table 1. Trivial Instructions

Instruction Computation Triviality
Condition

Instruction Computation Triviality
Condition

Addition A+B A=0 or B=0 sqrt �A A=0 or A=1

Subtraction A-b B=0 or A=B Absolute |A| A=0

Multiplication A*B A=0 or B=0 or
A=1 or B=1

rsqrt 1/�A A=1

ex2(A) 2A A=0 rcp 1/A A=1

fma A+B × C A=0 or B=0 or
C=0 or B=1 or
C=1

logarithm in
base 2

lg2(A) A=1

cvt type conversion A=0 clz counts number
of zeros starting
from MSB

A=0

neg -A A=0 Trigonometry sin(A), cos(A) A=0

AND A&B A=0 or B=0 or
A=B

remainder A%B A=0 or B=1 or
A=B

OR A|B A or
B=0xFFFFFFFF
or A=B

sad A+|B-C| A=0 or C=0 or
B=C

division A/B A=0 or B=1 or
A=B

Shift left/right A<<B/ A>>B A=0 or B=0

When a power-gated component is needed for execution of an instruction, its header/footer

transistor is turned on. It takes a few cycles until the power-gated component resumes its normal

operation as the internal capacitors of the corresponding circuit should be charged. This delay

is called the wake-up delay. The wake-up delay is the overhead of power gating. To power gate

a component, a smart policy is needed to determine when the component should be turned off.

Simply power gating a component as soon as it becomes idle may offset the power-saving benefits

of power gating as the wake-up delay may prolong execution of programs and increase the leakage

power of the entire GPGPU. In Section 4, we offer a set of new mechanisms that mitigates the

performance impact of power gating. The other side-effect of power gating is energy overhead.

Turning on/off the sleep transistor consumes energy and this is the energy penalty of a power-

gating circuit. A power-gated component needs to be off long enough so that the energy saving

of the power-gated component exceeds the energy overhead of the sleep transistor. This time is

called the break-even time. If a component is turned on too early (before the break-even time), then

the total energy saving of a power-gated component becomes negative.

3 TRIVIAL INSTRUCTIONS

In this section, we first present trivial instructions. In particular, we explain trivializing conditions

per instruction type. Then, we quantify frequency of trivial instructions.

3.1 Types of Trivial Instructions

Table 1 shows conditions that should be satisfied for instructions to be considered as trivial in-

structions. The first column shows the type of operations while the second column shows how

the results are normally computed. The third column shows the triviality conditions. These con-

ditions are based on the value of source operands and vary from one instruction type to the other.

We can classify trivial instructions based on value of the outputs. In some trivial instructions such
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Fig. 3. Frequency of trivial instructions.

as multiplication with zero, the output is a constant value regardless of source operands. There are

some other instructions where the output is a variation of source operands. For example, in an add

instruction, the output is equal to the non-trivializing operand. Instructions with constant outputs

increase energy saving as they require fewer resources than instructions with variable outputs.

We will discuss this further in Section 4.

In addition to instructions listed in Table 1, there are some other instructions that can be cat-

egorized as trivial instructions. For example, a square root instruction where its source operand

is in the form of the power of two can be replaced by a shift instruction. These instructions are

called simplifiable trivial instructions [5]. While computations of trivial instructions listed in Table 1

can be skipped entirely, simplifiable trivial instructions can use less complex hardware (such as

the shifter for the square root example) to compute the correct result. We found that simplifi-

able instructions occur rarely in programs and hence, for the rest of this article, we only focus on

instructions listed in Table 1.

3.2 Frequency of Trivial Instructions

Figure 3 shows frequency of trivial instructions which is represented by the fraction of total exe-

cuted instructions that are trivial. The frequency of trivial instructions varies from one benchmark

to the other. While in LIB, only 1% of instructions are trivial, in some others, e.g., WDC, more than

26% of instructions are trivial. On average, 7% of instructions are trivial. This is an important result

as it indicates that bypassing trivial instructions potentially saves power as a significant number

of instructions are trivial. On the contrary, if triviality occurs rarely in programs, then bypassing

trivial instructions is not beneficiary. We also evaluated the impact of compiler optimization levels

(−O0∼−O3) on the number of trivial instructions. The choice of compiler optimization level has

marginal impact on frequency of trivial instructions as quite often the value of input operands are

not known during the compile time. This is consistent with previous studies on trivial instructions

[5, 17].

While Figure 3 shows the frequency of trivial instructions, it is equally important to know the

contribution of individual instruction types in trivial instructions. In other words, we need to

know whether triviality is common across all instruction types or it happens only in a subset of

instructions listed in Table 1. In Figure 4, the first bar per benchmark shows percentage of total

instructions per instruction type. From instructions listed in Table 1, we show the frequency of

those instructions that occur more than 0.5% in programs. While 35% of instructions are add, only

1% of instructions are div. The second bar per benchmark in Figure 4 represents percentage of

trivial instructions per instruction type. Less than 0.7% of trivial instructions are div, ex2, or shlr.

Bypassing an instruction type, regardless of its frequency, requires hardware resources. To as-

sure energy saving through trivial bypassing, we need to select only those instruction types that
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Fig. 4. Percentage of total instructions and trivial instructions per instruction type.

Fig. 5. A code snippet from HotSpot [18].

occur frequently not only across all instructions, but also across trivial instructions. Otherwise, we

allocate hardware resources to bypass an instruction type which does not result in any noticeable

energy saving. Thus, for the rest of this article, we only focus on add, sub, cvt, fma, and mult and

ignore the rest of the instructions in Table 1.

4 TRIVIAL BYPASSING

In this article, we focus on energy saving for ALU and register file through bypassing trivial in-

structions. Trivial instructions do not need ALUs for execution. Turning off ALUs when trivial

instructions reach to execution stage saves static energy. However, waking up a power-gated ALU

takes several cycles and this may increase the execution time of the following non-trivial instruc-

tions. To harness energy-saving benefits of trivial bypassing, it is not sufficient to just turn off

ALUs, rather it is critical to mitigate its performance impact. Also, a power-gated ALU needs to be

off at least for break-even cycles; otherwise, energy-saving will be negative. To assure that power

gating never results in negative energy saving, we always assume that when an ALU is turned-off,

it stays in sleep mode at least for break-even cycles.

The conventional two-level warp scheduler monitors the status of the warps and selects ready

warps from active queue without taking into consideration availability of ALUs. It is possible that

when a warp is scheduled for execution, a previous trivial instruction which requires the same

ALU already arrived in execution stage and turnedoff the ALU. It is important to note that if two

instructions require different ALUs, i.e., one requires an integer ALU and the other one requires a

floating-point ALU, then ALU power gating does not impact execution of non-trivial instruction.

To provide better insight into how obliviousness of the warp scheduler to ALU availability impacts

performance, we show a code snippet from Hotspot [18] in Figure 5.

HotSpot is an open-source simulator that estimates temperature of a processor based on an

architectural floorplan and power of components of the processor. HotSpot uses a 2-dimensional

array to represent temperature of chip areas (temp_t[][] in Figure 5). The code snippet in Figure 5

includes 15 arithmetic operations which all need floating-point ALUs for execution. To make it

worse, the two-level warp scheduler uses a round-robin policy to select warps from active queue.

Thus, same instruction across different warps is scheduled for execution roughly at the same time.
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This increases demand for floating-point ALU. If some of these floating-point instructions are

trivial, then power gating the ALU causes severe backlog in execution of instructions.

4.1 ALU-aware Warp Scheduler (AWS)

To avoid prolonging execution of instructions due to power gating, we need to consider availability

of ALUs for scheduling of instructions. To accomplish this, we propose an ALU-aware two-level

warp scheduler (AWS) which takes into account status of ALUs in determining which ready warp

should be issued next. The scheduler prioritizes a warp with ready ALU to avoid accessing an ALU

which is in sleep mode. Note that the scheduler does not lead to starvation since a power-gated

ALU will not stay in sleep mode indefinitely. Eventually, the ALU is turnedon and executes waiting

instructions. When the ALU-aware scheduler is applied to the example in Figure 5, the first trivial

instruction that reaches the execution stage turns off the floating-point ALU. From the following

cycle, the scheduler blocks any floating-point instruction and prioritizes other instructions such as

integer or memory instructions, potentially from other warps, for execution. As such, the issue-slot

of CUDA cores are utilized efficiently and GPGPU resources are not wasted to issue an instruction

that cannot be executed.

Since the ALU-aware warp scheduler prioritizes warps based on status of ALUs, we propose di-

viding warps in active queue into two groups: warps with ready ALU and warps with power gated

ALUs. This partitioning of active warps can be done logically rather than physically, by adding an

extra bit to each entry of the active queue. The bit indicates whether the corresponding ALU is

ready or is in sleep mode. Since a warp instruction entering the scheduler is already decoded, spec-

ifying which ALU corresponds to the instruction can be done quickly as the type of the instruction

is already known.

4.2 Prolonging Power Gating (PPG)

The power-gating scheme that we used so far turns off an ALU as soon as a trivial instruction

reaches the execution stage. The ALU then returns to normal mode after break-even+wake-up

delay cycles. This method provides a limited opportunity for power saving as ALUs are power

gated for a few cycles. To increase power saving of trivial bypassing, we propose prolonging power

gating (PPG) technique which leaves a power-gated ALU off until it is needed for execution by

another instruction. The ALU-aware scheduler selects ready warps which their corresponding

ALU is in active mode. Once there is no more ready warp with the active ALU, the scheduler

wakes up power-gated ALUs. The scheduler resumes issuing instructions to a power-gated ALU,

once it is back to active mode.

By leaving a power-gated ALU in sleep mode, conventional wisdom tells us that it may lead to

performance penalties. To a large extent, performance penalty of PPG depends on the diversity

of the instructions. A benchmark with a mixture of different instruction types such as integer,

floating-point, and memory instructions can benefit from PPG without facing any noticeable per-

formance penalty. When an ALU is power gated, the variety of heterogeneous execution resources

in GPGPUs coupled with a good mixture of instructions in these benchmarks prevents the situa-

tion where CUDA cores run out of instructions and become idle. However, if a benchmark does

not have a good balance of different instruction types, it is likely that scheduler stops issuing

instructions due to the unavailability of ALUs.

4.3 Watchful PPG (WPPG)

To mitigate the performance penalty of PPG, we propose watchful PPG (WPPG) which exploits

the cluster architecture in GPGPUs and avoids turning off an ALU if it is needed. Modern GPGPUs

organize the execution stage through clusters of resources. For instance, in GTX480, there are
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two clusters of integer and floating-point ALUs. This number is increased to six clusters in Kepler

[19] which is a more recent GPGPU. Similarly, AMD’s CGN architecture has four clusters per SM

[27]. WPPG exploits these developments in GPGPUs and reduces performance losses due to PPG.

When a trivial instruction reaches the execution stage, first, we check the number of clusters that

are in sleep mode. If both clusters of a given type (integer or floating-point) in GTX480 are in

active mode, then the cluster assigned to the trivial instruction is turned off. It is important to

note that only one of the two ALUs (integers or floating-point) within the cluster is turned off.

So, it is possible that while half of ALUs within a cluster are in sleep mode, the other half are

running instructions. If only one cluster is active and the other one is in sleep mode, then we

check whether any instruction is waiting for the cluster. We turn off the cluster only if there is

no waiting instruction. It is important to note that there is only one cluster of SFUs per SM and

hence, we have no choice other than not power-gating SFUs if there is a waiting instruction.

WPPG makes the assumption that, if there is an instruction requiring an ALU, then the instruc-

tion will soon reach the execution stage. If one of the clusters is in sleep mode, then it is best to

avoid putting the other cluster in the sleep mode to prevent the performance penalty associated

with waking up the ALU. While WPPG is mindful of the instructions requiring an ALU for exe-

cution, it is possible that an instruction enters the scheduler after an ALU is power gated. Such an

instruction has to wait until the ALU is back to the active mode, which may lead to performance

losses.

4.4 Saturating Counter-Based WPPG (SWPPG)

Branch predictors [2] exploit saturating counters to decide the outcome of branch instructions. A

branch instruction is either taken or not-taken. The value of an n-bit saturating counter changes

between zero and 2n-1. If the counter is more than a threshold, the branch is predicted as taken

(or not-taken depending on implementation); otherwise, it is predicted to be not-taken (or taken).

Hence, saturating counters are effective in making binary decisions. Inspired by branch predic-

tors, we propose Saturating Counter-based WPPG (SWPPG) which exploits saturating counters

to decide when an ALU should be turned off. While different clusters have separate saturating

counters, the same type of ALUs within a cluster share the same saturating counter. If an instruc-

tion enters active queue and its corresponding ALU is in active mode, then the saturating counter

associated with the ALU is incremented; otherwise, it is reset to zero. An ALU is power gated only

if its saturating counter is more than a pre-determined threshold.

Since there is a saturating counter per ALU type, ALUs with different types make decisions

on power gating independently and based on distribution of instructions. This scheme provides

a more accurate mechanism than a central counter for all ALUs. For example, if the majority of

instructions in a benchmark are floating-point instructions, then saturating counters of floating-

point ALUs rarely pass the threshold. Hence, quite often, floating-point ALUs are kept in the active

mode. However, integer ALUs are more likely to be power gated as it is unlikely that saturating

counter of an integer ALU is reset by a waiting instruction. On the contrary, a central saturating

counter treats all ALUs in the same way as this scheme is oblivious to the distribution of instruction

types.

4.5 Register Renaming

In addition to ALUs, trivial bypassing reduces power of register file. The outcome of a trivial

instruction is either zero or non-trivializing operand (except FMA). Multiplication by zero is an

example of the former one and an add instruction with zero is an example of the latter one. In the

baseline GPGPU, when a warp instruction reaches the write-back stage, it writes destination field

into the register file. If all threads within the warp are active (no branch divergence), then each
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writing instruction accesses 1,024-bit in the register file. This results in significant dynamic power.

We exploit register renaming to reduce accesses to the register file for both source and destination

operands whenever possible. A renaming table maps logical registers to physical registers (high-

lighted block in Figure 2(a)). After the issue stage, source operands of a warp instruction are used

to index the renaming table. Then, physical register IDs read from the renaming table are used to

access register file. In addition, destination field of the instruction is renamed to a new physical

register. Once the instruction reaches write-back stage, it writes to the register file. Each warp has

its own register renaming table. The table has 63 entries corresponding to 63 logical registers and

each entry has 10-bit as there are 1,024 physical registers per SM in GTX480. In addition, each

entry has a valid-bit indicating whether the corresponding physical register is valid. Initially, all

valid bits are zero and as instructions commit in write-back stage, the valid bits are set to one.

The trivializing operand in most of instructions is either zero or one (Table 1). To avoid access to

the register file when value of a register is zero or one, we add two extra bits per register renaming

table entry. These two bits indicate whether the content of a physical register is equal to zero, one,

or another value. Before an instruction writes into the register file, we check the destination field

and avoid writing into register file if destination field is zero or one. Similarly, if register renaming

table indicates that a source operand of an instruction is zero or one, the instruction skips reading

the source operand from the register file.

For those trivial instructions whose destination field is equal to non-trivializing operand, we

remap destination field to the physical register corresponding to non-trivializing operand and

hence skip access to the register file in write-back stage. This reduces dynamic power of the reg-

ister file. It is important to note that we use logical register IDs in the issue stage and scoreboard.

Similar to the baseline GPGPU, scoreboard tracks dependencies using logical register IDs. How-

ever, physical registers are used for execution of instructions.

4.6 Handling Branch Divergence

The register renaming approach described above works well in the absence of branch divergence.

However, when a branch divergence occurs, only a subset of threads within a warp is activated.

In the baseline GPGPU, each warp has a mask vector indicating which threads within the warp

are active. The mask vector controls accesses to physical registers for both source and destination

operands.

In the event of branch divergence, if active threads turn out to be trivial with constant desti-

nation fields (i.e. zero in a multiply instruction), then we cannot simply skip writing into register

file. The reason is that registers corresponding to non-active threads may have values other than

zero. To assure integrity of destination registers, we need to read destination fields of non-active

threads through dummy mov instructions [22]. If they are indeed zero, then access to the register

file can be avoided.

For other trivial instructions such as add with zero, the destination field should be remapped

to the non-trivializing source operand. Similar to the approach described above, in the event of

branch divergence, the physical registers corresponding to the source and destination operands

of non-active threads should be read through dummy mov instructions [22]. Then, destination

register should be compared against the non-trivializing source operand. If a match happens, then

the destination field should be remapped to the source operand.

Supporting trivial bypassing when a warp diverges requires extra instructions (dummy mov).

In addition, the physical registers of the non-active threads should be accessed, which adds to the

dynamic power of the register file. We use a simple approach to handle branch divergence. If a

warp diverges over a branch instruction, we do not check triviality of the instruction; instead, we

follow the baseline scheme and write into register file regardless of value of the destination field.
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This avoids additional mov instructions as well as extra accesses to register file and simplifies

implementation of trivial bypassing.

5 APPROXIMATE TRIVIAL BYPASSING

In this section, we present approximate trivial computing which exploits error-tolerance property

of approximable applications and improves energy saving of trivial bypassing. Reducing precision

of data increases the number of trivial instructions and reduces energy of ALUs and register file

beyond what precise trivial bypassing scheme is able to achieve. A key insight of our approxima-

tion scheme is that it enables a programmer or a compiler to mark sections of a program that are

approximable and the underlying hardware will approximate potential trivializing operands.

To convert an instruction to a trivial instruction through approximation, we need a mechanism

that approximates registers to zero or one. Masking is a well-known technique to approximate

integer values. By truncating the first n-bit of an integer value, it can be approximated to zero or

one. The degree of approximation can be controlled by the value of n. A higher value of n increases

energy saving but also increases error of applications. Conversely, a lower value of n results in less

energy saving and less error.

While masking works well for integer values, it cannot be applied to floating-point numbers.

Floating-point numbers are represented based on the IEEE 754 format. Each number is composed of

sign, exponent, and fraction with 1-, 8-, and 23-bit in single-precision format and 1-, 11-, and 52-bit

in double-precision format, respectively. To increase the range of numbers that can be represented

in IEEE format, it is always assumed that there is a leading one before the binary point. Also, the

exponent is represented in biased format by adding 127 and 1,023 in single-precision and double-

precision formats, respectively. Since positive and negative numbers differ only in the sign-bit, for

the rest of this section, we only focus on positive numbers as negative numbers can be approxi-

mated similarly by just clearing the sign bit. Also, representation of single- and double-precision

floating-point numbers is similar. So, we only explain how to approximate single-precision num-

bers as the procedure for approximation of double-precision numbers is similar.

One approach to approximate floating-point numbers is to approximate numbers within a cer-

tain range to zero or one. For example, numbers that are less than 0.0001 can be approximated to

zero. Based on instruction type, we know whether a source operand can potentially be converted

to zero or one. For zero, a comparator checks whether a source operand is less than a threshold.

If the test passes, the operand is approximated to zero. We use 32-bit and 64-bit comparators for

single- and double-precision numbers, respectively.

To approximate a source operand to one, we need to compare the operand value with

(1+threshold) and (1-threshold). It is important to note that thresholds used for approximation

to zero and one are not necessarily the same. This approach requires two comparisons for approx-

imation to one. We can reduce the number of comparisons by half if we know whether the operand

is more than one or less than one. Fortunately, representation of one in IEEE format makes it pos-

sible to use a simple hardware for this purpose. In IEEE format, the fraction field of one is zero

and the exponent is 127(0 × 7F). Thus, by checking the most-significant-bit (MSB) of the exponent,

we can determine whether the number is more than one. If it is zero, we calculate bitwise-and of

the subsequent seven bits. If the result of bitwise-and is zero, the number is less than one. This

method of checking whether a number is less than one avoids an additional comparison per source

operand.

5.1 Optimized Trivial Approximation

In the baseline approximation scheme discussed above, we need to use 32-bit and 64-bit compara-

tors for single-precision and double-precision operands, respectively. Since instructions in Table 1
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have up to three source operands (e.g., FMA), each warp requires up to 96 comparisons. In this sec-

tion, we propose a simplified approximation scheme that reduces cost of hardware for approximate

trivial bypassing.

5.1.1 Approximation to Zero. To approximate a number to zero, we compare exponents of the

number and the threshold. If the exponent of the number is less than the exponent of the threshold,

then the number is approximated to zero. As an example, if threshold is 0.4 (exponent = 125)

and a source operand is equal to 0.2 (exponent = 124), then the number is approximated to zero.

This technique reduces cost of the hardware as we need 8-bit and 11-bit comparators for single-

and double-precision numbers, respectively. However, this technique may skip approximating a

number to zero while the number is less than threshold. For example, for the same threshold

above, 0.3 (exponent = 125) is not approximated to zero. One approach that avoids this problem is

to approximate numbers that their exponents are equal to the exponent of threshold to zero, too.

However, this approach may approximate numbers that are outside threshold range to zero. For

example, for the same threshold, 0.42 (exponents = 125) is approximated to zero. To avoid these

complications, we restrict thresholds to be in the form of the power of two (e.g., 2−1 = 0.5, 2−2 =

0.25, . . . ). This assures that all numbers less than threshold are approximated to zero and at the

same time it avoids approximating numbers that are out of range to zero.

5.1.2 Approximation to One. While exponent comparison makes it feasible to approximate

numbers to zero, this scheme does not work for approximation to one. The main reason is that

exponents of numbers close to one change less often than exponents of numbers close to zero.

For example, all numbers between 0.5 and one have an exponent of 126. Similarly, all numbers

between one and two have the same exponent (127).

Since all numbers between one and two have the same exponent, any method that distinguishes

these numbers should rely on fraction field. We use masking technique to approximate numbers

more than one. The first n most-significant-bits of the fraction are masked to approximate a num-

ber to one. Similar to approximation scheme for integer operands, a programmer or a compiler

decides on the number of bits to be truncated.

This masking scheme does not work for numbers less than one. For numbers less than one,

truncating MSBs make the numbers closer to zero than one. We propose calculating bitwise-and

of MSBs. First, we return the leading one to the fraction. If the result of bitwise-and of MSBs is one,

then the number is approximated to one. Similar to masking scheme, a programmer or a compiler

determines the number of MSBs that should be ANDed. By selecting a larger number of MSBs

for bitwise-and operation, the threshold decreases and vice-versa. For example, if the number of

ANDed bits is equal to 3, then all numbers between 0.875 (fraction = 0 × 600000) and one are

approximated to one.

As discussed above, we use two different methods for approximation of numbers less than one

and larger than one. Thus, we need to have a mechanism that determines whether a number is

less than one or larger than one. We follow the same procedure that is explained earlier for non-

optimized approximate scheme.

5.2 Annotating Approximable Code Regions

Approximate trivial bypassing detects instructions that can be converted to trivial instructions at

runtime and then opportunistically approximates them. This approach does not require a program-

mer to identify specific variables or instructions that can be approximated; instead, a programmer

should only mark coarse regions of a code that can be potentially trivialized through approxima-

tion and then runtime data will guide when to approximate.
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Fig. 6. Code annotation in Convolution.

In order to annotate the code regions for approximation, we follow the same principles and

guidelines established in many other approximate computing work [25, 44, 47]. Annotated re-

gions should not include variables that may result in catastrophic errors such as segmentation

fault. Examples of these variables include pointers or indexes to arrays. In particular, in CUDA,

coordinates of threads are used as index to arrays or other data structures. A programmer or a

compiler should avoid approximating these variables. The other factor that should be considered

for code annotation is how often a code region is executed by CUDA cores. In other words, a

programmer should mark hotspots of a program; otherwise, energy saving due to approximation

would be limited. A profiler can detect hotspots of a program. Many previous works have shown

that it is not difficult to identify approximable regions of a program [25, 44, 47].

We propose CUDA APIs to enable a programmer or a compiler to annotate approximable code

regions safely. We also offer a set of APIs to specify thresholds for approximation.

An approximable code region starts with trivialBegin and ends with trivialEnd. For baseline

approximation scheme, intThreshold0()/intThreshold1() specifies threshold for approximation to

zero/one for integer data types. Thresholds are passed to the underlying hardware through in-

put arguments of these APIs. Similarly, floatThreshold0()/floatThreshold1() specifies thresholds

for floating-point data types. Figure 6 shows annotated code region for Convolution [36]. Convo-

lution is a filtering technique that is used in a wide range of image processing algorithms such as

smoothing or edge detection. Convolution computes dot-product of a filter which is constant and

an input image represented by a two-dimensional matrix (line 9 in Figure 6). The approximable

region is annotated by trivialBegin (line 6) and trivialEnd (line 10). Then, thresholds for approxi-

mation are passed through floatThreshold0() and floatThreshold1() APIs. Since there is no integer

variable in the loop, we do not specify threshold for integer operands. The dot product is approx-

imated based on specified thresholds. Any source operand in an add or multiply instruction with

value in the range of −0.5∼+0.5 is approximated to zero. Also, any source operand in a multiply

instruction with value in the range of −1.5∼−0.5 or 0.5∼1.5 is approximated to one.

For optimized approximation, we propose additional APIs as extensions to CUDA. To approx-

imate integer operands, intLSB() specifies the number LSBs that should be masked. For floating-

point numbers, floatExp() specifies exponent of threshold when an operand should be approxi-

mated to zero. To approximate floating-point numbers more than one to one, floatMask() specifies

the number of fractional bits that should be masked. Similarly, floatAnd() specifies the number of

MSBs that should be ANDed for floating-point numbers less than one.

While we specify approximable code regions as well as value of thresholds manually in this

work, we envision that a compiler or a profile-based framework will generate approximable pro-

grams, automatically. The goal of this work is to specify opportunities and changes needed to
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Fig. 7. Architectural support for trivial bypassing.

exploit trivial bypassing in GPGPUs and to enhance its energy saving through approximation.

Integrations of this work with a software platform that automatically generates approximable

programs based on quality of service is outside the scope of this work.

6 ARCHITECTURAL SUPPORT

In this section, we explain architectural support needed for trivial bypassing and approximate

trivial bypassing. As we will explain shortly, most of the additional hardware needed is simple

to implement and mostly includes counters and gates. Additional hardware support is shaded in

different colors in Figure 7.

6.1 Trivial Bypassing

The first step for bypassing a trivial instruction is to detect the triviality of an instruction. We

need to follow Table 1 which indicates triviality condition per instruction type. It is important to

note that we selected only five instructions in Table 1 for trivial bypassing based on frequency of

instructions (add, sub, cvt, fma, and mult). To determine whether an instruction is trivial, we need

to specify the type of the instruction. The type of the instruction is determined in decode stage.

Thus, for this part, we do not need any extra hardware. Once the type of instruction is established,

we need to check value of source operands based on Table 1. A trivializing operand is zero, one,

or equal operands (Figure 7(a)). A NOR gate can determine whether an operand is zero. For the

value of one, we need to use a NOR gate where its first input is inverted. For an equality check, an

exclusive-or gate is needed.

The baseline GPGPU uses a two-level warp scheduler to schedule warps for execution. Each

entry in the active queue has a ready bit which is set by the scoreboard and indicates the readi-

ness of source operands. We change the scheduling policy and propose using AWS (Section 4.1).

The scheduler issues a warp if the corresponding ALU is in active mode. We add a status bit per

execution unit, which indicates whether the unit is in active mode or sleep mode (S in Figure 7(b)).

So, in GTX480, five bits are needed per SM, two for integer and floating-point ALUs per cluster

(there are two clusters in Figure 2(b)) and one for SFU. We also add a counter for each execution

unit for power gating (counter in Figure 7(b)). Once it is decided to power gate an execution unit,

the counter is loaded with break-even delay. Then, the counter is decremented each cycle. The

unit can be woken-up only if the counter is zero. To wake-up the unit, we follow similar steps by

loading the counter with wake-up delay and counting down to zero.

When an instruction enters the active warp set, its source operands are not necessarily ready.

The instruction may depend on the outcome of a short latency instruction that is being executed.

It is the job of scoreboard to set the ready bit once the short latency instruction is finished. The

baseline scheduler scans the active warp set to identify ready instructions for scheduling. AWS

changes the priority of the warps and issues instructions based on status of execution units. Hence,
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our enhanced scheduler only needs to scan and check the status of the execution units with the

current instruction priority. This prevents additional scans in AWS.

WPPG requires knowledge of the number of instructions in the pipeline to decide whether the

second cluster can be power gated. To achieve this, we add a counter for each ALU type. When

one of the two clusters of a given type is power gated, then WPPG checks the value of the counter

to see if at least one instruction of the given type is in the active warp subset. If so, then WPPG

prevents power gating of the second cluster to avoid performance penalty. On the contrary, if there

is no waiting instruction, then WPPG turns off the second cluster. For SFU, there is only one cluster

and thus, the decision for power gating is made solely based on value of the counter for SFU-type

instructions. Since at most 32 warps exist in active queue, we use 5-bit counters for WPPG. SWPPG

exploits a saturating counter per ALU type (SC in Figure 7(b)) to mitigate performance penalties

of WPPG (Section 4.4). If an instruction requires an ALU and the ALU is in active mode, then

the corresponding counter is incremented; otherwise, it is reset. An ALU is power gated only if

its corresponding counter is more than a predetermined threshold. We will elaborate on size of

saturating counters in Section 7.

6.2 Approximate Trivial Bypassing

Baseline approximation scheme exploits comparators to assess range of source operands. For ap-

proximation to zero, only 32-bit or 64-bit comparators are needed. For approximation to one, first

it should be determined whether a floating-point operand is less than one. This requires a few

gates to check the exponent field of the operand. For optimized approximation scheme, the cost of

hardware is reduced as we replace full-blown comparators with small comparators and gates. For

integer operands, we use masking scheme which requires AND gates. For floating-point operands,

we use different approaches for approximation to zero and one. To approximate an operand to zero,

we need 8-bit and 11-bit comparators for single- and double-precision numbers, respectively, as

only exponents of operands and thresholds are compared. For approximation to one, AND gates

are needed as masking and bitwise-and of MSBs are used for numbers more than one and less than

one, respectively.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Methodology

We evaluate our proposed techniques using GPGPU-SIM v.3.2.2 [16]. Table 2 presents configura-

tion of GPGPU used in our simulations. The baseline machine contains 15 SMs running at 700-MHz

clock frequency. Each SM consists of 2 SPs, 4 SFUs, and 16 load/store units. Each SP unit contain

16 double frequency CUDA cores where each core consists of 16 integer and floating-point ALUs.

The default warp scheduler is a two-level scheduler capable of issuing up to two instructions per

cycle. Each SM is able to handle up to 48 warps per cycle, simultaneously. We use GPUWattch [30]

and integrated McPAT [31] to estimate the power of GPGPU and CACTI [32] for register renaming

table. The proposed hardware additions are modeled in RTL and synthesized with 45nm FreePDK

library [33]. We selected diverse benchmarks from a wide range of computation domains from

Rodinia [18], GPGPU-Sim [16], NVIDIA CUDA SDK [36], and MARS [37]. The benchmarks were

run up to completion. We set break-even time and wake-up delay of functional units to 14- and

3-cycle, respectively [38]. One cycle delay is assumed for register renaming.

7.2 Hardware Cost

Each register renaming table has 63-entry and each entry has a valid bit, a 10-bit field to store

the ID of a physical register, and a 2-bit field indicating whether a physical register is equal to
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Table 2. GPGPU Microarchitectural Parameters

SM parameters 700 MHz, 15 SMs, 2 schedulers/SM, two-level,
48 warps/SM, 1536 threads/SM

Register File 128KB/SM

Shared memory 48KB

L1 cache 32KB, 4-way

L2 cache 128KB, 8-way, 6 banks

NOC Fully connected crossbar, 32 B/direction/cycle
@70MHz, 200-cycle latency

DRAM 32-entry scheduling queue, @924MHz, 440 cycle
latency [1]

Register renaming, dynamic(read/write), static 0.67pj/0.85pj, 0.06mw

8-bit comparator, dynamic, static 0.0056pj, 367.2nw

11-bit comparator, dynamic, static 0.0119pj, 495.3nw

zero, one, or another value. Each warp has its own register renaming table. The baseline GPGPU is

capable of issuing up to two instructions per cycle from two groups of 24 warps each. To rename

a warp instruction from each group per cycle, the 48 renaming tables are split into two 24 tables

where each table has four read ports and one write port. It is important to note that in contrast to

conventional register renaming where a queue holds list of free registers, our proposed microar-

chitecture does not require such a queue. For trivial instructions, the same physical register may

be used for both destination and source operands. Hence, the number of physical registers used

by a warp never exceeds the number of logical registers. This eliminates the need for holding a list

of free physical registers.

Detection of a trivial instruction comes with little cost as most of the required hardware al-

ready exists in the baseline GPGPU. Detection of a trivial instruction requires: (1) decoding the

instruction type and (2) checking triviality condition based on Table 1. The first one is already

implemented in decode stage. The second one requires checking whether source operand is equal

to zero, one, or the two source operands are the same. This can be implemented using NOR, NOR

with inverted inputs, or XOR gates. Since the cost of these gates is negligible, we ignore associated

overhead in trivial bypassing. We also accurately modeled the few counters added to our design

in RTL-level and measured the power of these counters. Our results indicate that power of these

counters is less than 0.07% of functional units. For approximation of trivial operands, we need a

combination of gates and comparators. Similar to trivial detection, we ignore the cost of the gates.

However, we consider the cost of comparators in this work (Table 2).

7.3 Performance Impact

Figure 8 shows performance impact of trivial bypassing. We report performance of AWS (Sec-

tion 4.1), PPG (Section 4.2), WPPG (Section 4.3), and SWPPG (Section 4.4) normalized to the base-

line scheme. The baseline scheme exploits a two-level warp scheduler and does not bypass trivial

instructions. In some benchmarks such as WDC, overhead of power gating increases execution

time up to 67% under AWS. In these benchmarks, functional units are power gated as soon as a

trivial instruction reaches to the execution stage. Following instructions that need the power gated

functional unit should wait for at least break-even+wake-up delay cycles and this increases ex-

ecution time. PPG increases power saving opportunity by leaving a power gated unit off until it

is needed by an instruction. Both AWS and PPG aggressively shut down functional units without

considering active warps that may need functional units soon. WPPG takes into account functional
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Fig. 8. Performance impact of trivial bypassing.

Fig. 9. Energy of (a) Functional Units; (b) Register File.

unit requirements of warps and avoids aggressive power gating. Despite this effort, WPPG suffers

significant performance losses in some benchmarks such as BNO and WDC. The primary reason

is that WPPG turns-off a functional unit after confirming that no instruction needs the functional

unit. Unfortunately, as soon as the functional unit is turned off, a new instruction immediately

needs it. SWPPG exploits history of accesses to functional units using saturating counters and

avoids these cases. We use 6-bit situating counters in SWPPG. We evaluate the impact of saturat-

ing counter on performance in Section 7.5. On average, performance reduces by 21%, 21%, 14%,

and 0% under AWS, PPG, WPPG, and SWPPG, respectively.

7.4 Energy Impact

Figure 9(a) shows total energy saving for functional units. The red parts of the bars in Figure 9(a)

indicate overhand of trivial bypassing. The results are normalized to the baseline scheme where
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity of SWPPG to saturation counters.

trivial instructions are not bypassed. Generally speaking, energy saving is correlated to the num-

ber for trivial instructions. In benchmarks such as LIB, energy saving is limited as only a small

fraction of instructions are trivial. On the contrary, benchmarks such as WDC where trivial in-

structions are frequent benefit from trivial bypassing, significantly. On average, AWS reduces

energy by 13%. PPG increases energy saving by 1% over AWS. PPG extends the time in which

functional units are power gated and hence creates more opportunities for energy saving. In some

benchmarks such as WDC where PPG increases execution time, we expect negative energy sav-

ing. However, the large number of trivial instructions in these benchmarks reduces dynamic en-

ergy which offsets energy impacts of longer execution time. On the contrary, energy saving in

some benchmarks such as KMS is negative under PPG as power saving due to trivial bypassing

is not high enough to offset overhead of power gating. WPPG and SWPPG turn-off functional

units more conservatively than PPG and as a result, energy saving drops to 13% and 10% un-

der WPPG and SWPPG, respectively. Figure 9(b)). shows dynamic energy in the register file nor-

malized to the baseline scheme. Trivial instructions with constant operands (i.e., multiply with

zero) do not access register file. These instructions update register renaming table which is much

smaller than register file. As a result, dynamic power reduces in register file. For the rest of triv-

ial instructions (i.e., add with zero), physical registers corresponding to destination fields are re-

named to physical registers corresponding to source operands. This prevents access to register

file and saves dynamic energy. In contrast to functional unit, it is not feasible to turn-off register

file as values of registers in register file are needed during the course of execution of a program.

Dynamic energy saving in register file is almost the same across AWS, PPG, WPPG, and SW-

PPG. This is expected as these techniques do not change the number of accesses to the register

file.

7.5 Sensitivity of SWPPG to Saturating Counters

We conduct a sensitivity analysis of SWPPG to the number of bits in saturating counters. Figure 10

shows performance of SWPPG normalized to the baseline scheme when size of counters changes

from 1 to 8. For an n-bit counter, we set the threshold to 2(n-1)-1. This makes comparison of a

threshold and a counter straightforward as MSB of the counter shows whether the counter is

larger than the threshold. As we increase the number of bits in the counter, slow-down drops in

SWPPG. This is expected as it is less likely that the value of a counter passes its threshold when size

of counter increases. In other words, power gating becomes more conservative in larger counters.

However, we do not want to make a counter too large as it has detrimental impact on power saving.

Based on Figure 10, we select a 6-bit counter for the rest of this article as it is the smallest counter

with zero slow-down relative to the baseline scheme, on average.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity of SWPPG to break-even and wake-up delays.

Fig. 12. Power saving under different warp scheduling policies, (a) Functional Units, (b) Register File.

7.6 Sensitivity of SWPPG to Overhead of Power Gating

Figure 11 shows impact of wake-up and break-even delays on SWPPG. We change wake-up delay

from one to five and break-even delay from 12 to 16 with strides of two. We also compare SWPPG

with power gating (PG) where warps are issued based on a two-level scheduler. All bars in Figure 11

are normalized to the baseline scheme. Regardless of overhead of power gating, SWPPG always

performs better than PG. As overhead of power gating increases, performance of PG drops rapidly.

In CNV, execution time increases by 84% when wake-up = 5-cycle and break-even = 16-cycle.

On the contrary, performance of benchmarks remains stable in SWPPG when overhead of power

gating increases. PG turns off execution units for trivial instructions regardless of status of other

instructions. This has detrimental impact on performance. However, SWPPG carefully monitors

status of ALUs as well as in-flight warps and turns off an ALU only if it is unlikely that other

instructions need it for execution.

7.7 Sensitivity to Scheduler

A warp scheduler does not impact the number of trivial instructions. However, the order in which

warps execute changes across different schedulers and this may impact the number of cycles func-

tional units are power gated. Hence, a warp scheduler may change power saving under trivial by-

passing. We used a two-level warp [42] scheduler in our baseline scheme. In this section, we report

sensitivity of trivial bypassing to two other warp schedules: Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO) [49] and

Loose Round-Robin (LRR) [45]. GTO keeps issuing instructions from a warp as far as the warp has

ready instructions. Once there is no more ready instruction in the warp, it switches to the oldest

ready warp. LRR uses round-robin policy and selects a new warp every scheduling cycles based on

round-robin policy. Figure 12 shows energy saving in functional units and register file when warp
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Fig. 13. Waiting time for functional units.

Table 3. List of Benchmarks

Name Abbr. Suite Name Abbr. Suite

LIB LIB [16] binomialOptions BNO [36]

LPS LPS [16] convolutionSeparable CNV [36]

Sobel SBL [7] dct8 × 8 DCT [36]

WP WP [16] fastWalshTransform FWS [36]

backprop BPP [18] matrixMul MMU [36]

Gaussian GSN [18] MonteCarlo MNC [36]

Hotspot HSP [18] scalarProd SCP [36]

Kmeans KMS [18] PageViewCount PVC [37]

Nn NN [18] PageViewRank PVR [37]

particlefilter PTF [18] SimilarityScore SMS [37]

srad_v1 SRD [18] WordCount WDC [37]

scheduling policy changes. Overall, energy saving is similar across the three warp schedulers. This

figure shows that trivial bypassing is not sensitive to the warp scheduling policy.

7.8 Functional Unit Availability

Figure 13 shows effectiveness of our proposed techniques in execution time. We report how often

a warp with ready source operands should wait due to unavailability of functional units. In the

baseline scheme, a functional unit is unavailable only when it is executing an instruction. Under

trivial bypassing, a functional unit may be unavailable due to power gating. In AWS, ready warps

need to wait for an ALU for 38% of the time. PPG increases waiting time slightly. Waiting time

drops to 32% under WPPG as WPPG turns off an ALU only if no instruction needs the ALU for

execution. SWPPG reduces waiting time by 25% over WPPG as saturating counters make it harder

to turn off an ALU while it is going to be used soon.

7.9 Trivial Approximation

We selected a subset of benchmarks in Table 3 for trivial approximation as not all benchmarks can

be approximated. Table 4 shows details of these benchmarks. We annotate kernels of benchmarks

by identifying regions of code that have arithmetic operations. We use APIs explained in Section 5.2

to enclose identified regions without any algorithmic changes. We found it straightforward to mark

regions that are safe to approximate.

In this section, we evaluate only optimized trivial approximation scheme as its hardware

overhead is less than the baseline approximation scheme. For each region, we specify four
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Table 4. List of Benchmarks used for Approximate Trivial Computing

Benchmarks Description Input Set i_mask,
f_zero_exp,

f_one_msb_0,
f_one_msb_1

Error Metric Error

LIB Monte Carlo NPATH=4096 0,117,9,8 Average relative
error

0.83%

LPS Laplace solver Grid size=100*100*100 0,123,3,2 Average relative
error

0%

SBL Sobel edge
detector

Image size=512*512 2,123,3,2 Image difference 6.7%

BPP NN training
algorithm

# of inputs=65536, size of
hidden layer=16, size of output

layer=1

0,127,0,0 Average relative
error

0%

GSN Linear equations Matrix size=208*208 0,113,12,12 Average relative
error

5.1%

HSP Thermal
simulator tool

Grid size=512*512 0,126,0,0 Average relative
error

0.1%

KMS Clustering
algorithm

100 inputs 0,126,0,0 Misclassified
points

0%

NN K-nearest
Neighborhood

42764 input data 0,123,3,2 Average relative
error

8.2%

PTF Object tracker Dimension of video=128*128, #
of frames =10, # of

particles=1000

0,120,6,5 Average relative
error

1.02%

SRD Image processing Image size=458*502 1,122,1,1 Image difference 0%

CNV Convolution Image size=768*768 0,127,0,0 Image difference 0.42%

DCT Discrete Cosine
Transform

Image size=256*256 0,123,1,1 Average relative
error

3.8%

FWS Fourier
transformation

Data size=215 0, 103,15,15 Average relative
error

0.21%

MMU Matrix
multiplication

Matrix size=160 × 160 0,124,2,2 Average relative
error

7.2%

SCP Linear Algebra 256 vectors, each vector has
4096 elements

0,124,2,1 Average relative
error

4.9%

parameters: i_mask, f_zero_exp, f_one_msb_0, f_one_msb_1. For integer operands, i_mask spec-

ifies the number of LSBs to be masked. The last three parameters are used for floating-point

operands. For approximation to zero, f_zero_exp specifies exponent of threshold. For numbers

more than one, f_one_msb_0 specifies the number of MSBs to be truncated. For operands less than

one, f_one_msb_1 specifies the number of MSBs of the fraction to be ANDed. The fourth column of

Table 4 shows these parameters per benchmark. The fifth column shows how we calculated error

per benchmark. The last column shows error after approximation. Similar to previous works on

approximate computing [25, 44, 47], we keep error below 10%.

LIBOR Monte Carlo (LIB) [16] models Monte Carlo simulation in CUDA. We annotate functions

that calculate forward and reverse paths as well as functions for calculation of portfolio values. 3D

Laplace Solver (LPS) [16] is a parallel implementation of Laplace transformation used for finance

applications. We annotate the arithmetic operations in part of laplace3d() kernel that performs

Jacobi iterations. Sobel (SBL) Rogers [7] detects edges in an input image. Most of the arithmetic

instructions in Sobel kernel are annotated. Back Propagation (BPP) [18] is an algorithm that trains

a neural network and calculates weights and biases of neurons. We annotate those arithmetic
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Fig. 14. Energy saving of trivial approximation in a) Functional Units, b) Register File.

operations that involve weights, biases, or inputs of the network. Gaussian (GSN) benchmark

[18] solves a set of linear equations based on the Gaussian Elimination method. We annotate LU

decomposition kernel. Hotspot (HSP) [18] is a simulator which estimates temperature of a chip.

We annotate temp_t[][] array which holds temperature of the chip in calculate_temp() kernel.

Kmeans (KMS) [18] is a clustering algorithm which associates each data point to its nearest

cluster. We annotate part of kmeansPoint() kernel where distances between a data point and cluster

centers are calculated. Nearest Neighbors (NN) [18] benchmark computes Euclidean distance of

a location and a set of input points and returns k-nearest neighbors. In NN, annotated regions

cover parts of euclid() kernel where Euclidean distances are computed. Particle Filter (PTF) [18] is

a statistical estimator that tracks an object in a video. We annotate all floating-point operations in

the kernel. Srad_v1 benchmark [18] removes speckles in an image without sacrificing important

image features. We annotate arithmetic operations in reduce(), srad(), and srad2() kernels.

Convolution Separable (CNV) [36] is used in image processing applications such as smoothing

or edge detection. We annotate a section of convolution() kernel that computes dot product of a

filter and an input matrix. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [36] is a compression algorithm and is

widely used in audio and image processing applications. In DCT, we annotate both discrete cosine

transform and inverse discrete cosine transform kernels, both consisting mostly arithmetic opera-

tions. Fast Walsh transform (FWS) [36] belongs to a class of generalized Fourier transformations.

It has applications in various fields of engineering and numeric theory. We annotate arithmetic

operations in fwtBatch1Kernel() and fwtBatch2Kernel() kernels. MatrixMul (MMU) [36] calculates

multiplication of two matrices. We annotate part of matrixMul() kernel where dot product of a row

of the first matrix and a column of the second matrix is computed. Scalarprod (SCP) [36] calcu-

lates dot products of vectors. We annotate scalarProdGPU() kernel where dot products of vectors

are computed.

Figure 14(a) shows the total energy saving in functional units in SWPPG and optimized ap-

proximate trivial bypassing. The energy saving is normalized to the baseline precise architecture.

The energy saving reported in Figure 14.a. takes into account the overhead of approximation (red

parts in Figure 14.a). On average, approximation increases energy saving by 4% over the precise

trivial bypassing scheme (SWPPG). Similarly, dynamic energy saving in register file increases by

3% through approximation. These results are expected as approximation increases the number of

trivial instructions and thus, the associated energy savings. In Figure 15, we compare the runtime

of trivial approximation and SWPPG. Runtimes in Figure 15 are normalized to the baseline

precise architecture. On average, approximation adds no performance overhead on average and

performs similar to SWPPG across all benchmarks. This is an important result as it indicates
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Fig. 15. Performance in trivial approximation.

that our optimized approximation technique is able to enhance energy saving of SWPPG while

maintaining similar performance.

To estimate total GPGPU chip energy saving, we take into account fraction of total energy

consumed by ALUs and register file. Based on simulation with GPUWattch [30], ALUs consume

36.5% of total chip energy. Since approximate trivial bypassing saves 11.2% of energy in ALUs,

the total energy saving is 4%. Similarly, dynamic energy of register file is responsible for 11% of

total energy based on GPUWattch [30]. Approximate trivial bypassing reduces dynamic energy

of register file by 12.2% and total chip energy by 1.3%. In summary, approximate trivial bypassing

saves 5.3% of total chip energy.

8 RELATED WORK

Richardson [6] studied a limited form of trivial instructions in CPUs. The definition of triviality

is restricted to multiplication, division, and square root. Later works [5, 17] extended triviality to

a larger pool of instructions and evaluated the impact of trivial instructions on power. All these

research manuscripts focus on CPUs. Trivial bypassing in GPGPUs is challenging as GPGPUs

are throughput-oriented devices with thousands of concurrently executing threads. This amplifies

performance penalty of power gating. We offer a variety of techniques such as AWS, PPG, WPPG,

and so on to mitigate performance impacts of trivial bypassing in GPGPUs.

This work is an extension of our previous work [34] on trivial bypassing in GPGPUs. We ex-

tended the previous work by providing an accurate model that takes into account overhead of

power gating. We also propose new techniques to overcome performance penalty of power gating.

We provide an in depth analysis of our techniques and evaluated sensitivity of trivial bypassing to

architectural parameters. In addition, we propose approximation of trivial instructions to increase

energy saving in GPGPUs.

Value reuse [26, 29] is based on observation that some instructions with the same inputs execute

repeatedly over time. With instruction reuse, a table stores source and destination operands of

executed instructions. This table is used to avoid execution of an instruction if its source operands

are cached in the table. Trivial bypassing is different as it does not require extra storage to hold

operands of instructions.

Various studies propose new schedulers for GPGPUs. Narasiman et al. [24] improve memory

latency tolerance of warps by splitting concurrently executing warps into fetch groups and

rotate the fetch groups whenever a long latency event occurs. Rogers et al. [45] propose a

cache-conscious wavefront scheduler which exploits intra-wavefront locality and reduces L1

cache trashing. Gebhart et al. [42] reduce energy in GPGPUs through a two-level warp sched-

uler. Jog et al. [8] propose OWL which is a scheduler and improves DRAM performance in
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bandwidth-limited applications. Although we used the two-level scheduler [42] as our baseline

scheduler, our work can be built on top of any of the above schedulers.

Several research papers exploit power gating to reduce static power. Wang et al. [41] apply

power gating at a coarse granularity and turn-off SMs whenever they are not needed. Warped

Gates [20] reduces static power in execution units by exploiting diversity of recourses in GPGPUs.

Aghilinasab et al. [43] use a software approach to increase idleness of resources. A compiler shuf-

fles instruction to prolong periods in which resources are idle. PATS [39] changes warp scheduler

to save static power in execution units when warps diverge over branch instructions. ITAP [40]

uses voltage scaling when idle time of execution units is short. For long idle periods, an execution

unit is fully turned off. Our approach is different from above works as we exploit trivial instruc-

tions to reduce power. Furthermore, none of the aforementioned papers save dynamic power. All

of them focus only on static power. Xie et al. [50] exploit register renaming to reduce underutiliza-

tion of registers and increase thread-level parallelism. Our work is different as we focus on trivial

bypassing to reduce energy in GPGPUs.

Approximate computing techniques such as RFVP [44], Parrot [25], trivial approximation [35],

approximate cache [46], and Doppelgänger [47] are all hardware-based techniques for approxi-

mation. RFVP [44] uses value predictors for those memory accesses that miss in L1 cache. Par-

rot [25] replaces approximable regions of a code with hardware accelerators in the form of

neural-networks. Source operands of trivial instructions are approximated [35] to increase energy-

efficiency of CPUs. We extend this work by applying trivial approximation to GPGPUs. Approxi-

mate cache [46] is based on the observation that threads within a warp generate similar values. The

intra-warp similarity is used to reduce power in cache blocks with similar data. Doppelgänger [47]

merges cache blocks with similar values to increase space-efficiency of memory hierarchy. Unlike

prior hardware-based approximation techniques, approximate trivial bypassing exploits trivial in-

structions to trade-off quality and energy in GPGPUs.

Software-based approximate techniques tend to rely on code transformation to achieve approx-

imation. Loop perforation [3] skips loop iterations selectively to accelerate programs. SAGE [48]

relies on a compiler to generate codes with different levels of accuracy and performance. During

the runtime, SAGE selects the fastest version with an acceptable accuracy level requested by a pro-

grammer. Green [4] enables programs to reduce energy of applications by approximating complex

functions. These software-based approaches can be used alongside trivial approximation to reduce

the software-engineering load of programmers.

9 CONCLUSION

This article presents techniques to detect, bypass, and approximate trivial instructions in GPGPUs.

We show that for benchmarks selected from a diverse set of benchmark suites, a significant portion

of dynamic instructions is trivial. Bypassing trivial instructions provides opportunities to save

power. Functional units do not need to execute trivial instructions. By turning-off functional units,

both static and dynamic power of functional units are reduced. To mitigate performance penalty

of power gating, we change warp scheduler so that only instructions that their corresponding

ALUs are active are issued. We then propose PPG to increase energy saving of trivial instructions

by prolonging the periods in which ALUs are shut-down. In the next step, we evaluate WPPG to

avoid negative impact of power gating a unit while it is needed by in-flight warps. On top of WPPG,

we propose SWPPG which exploits saturating counters to reduce the probability of turning-off an

ALU while it is going to be used by a warp in the near future.

In addition to functional units, trivial bypassing reduces dynamic energy consumption in reg-

ister file. We exploit register renaming to remap destination operands of trivial instructions and

avoid accessing the power-hungry register file in GPGPUs. We further improve energy saving
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of trivial bypassing by approximating trivial operands of instructions. We propose low-cost and

implementation-efficient methods to approximate both integer and floating-point operands. Our

proposed techniques are able to reduce total energy of functional units by 11.2% and dynamic

energy of register file by 12.2% with negligible impact on performance of GPGPUs.
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